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Review & Outlook

First Quarter ‘74 The tourist industry expects Supplies, of several farm in-
The Ninth District’s economy business to pick up in western puts are short this spring, but
looked stronger after the first parts of the district as travelers the fertilizer shortage is the
quarter than did the nation’s, drive to the World’s Fair in most severe. The USDA has
Despite the energy crisis and Spokane, Washington. estimated the overall shortfall
some materials shortages, dis- Continued strength in farm at 8 to 12 percent, but many
trict industrial sales were ex- and farm-related incomes county extension agents in the
pected to better last year’s by would cushion district commer- Ninth District are reporting
13 percent. And the district’s cial banks from a slowdown in greater shortages, especially of
unemployment rate rose only savings inflows. And higher in- nitrogen fertilizer.
one-tenth of a percentage point put prices and increased acre- Farm machinery will also be
between the fourth quarter and ages should keep loan demand in short supply through 1974.
January-February. high. Machinery inventories are cur-

The district owes its strong Even with rising mortgage rently only a third of their nor-
first-quarter showing primarily loan commitments at district mal levels. An official of the
to the ag sector. Record gains S&Ls in January-February, the Farm and industrial Equipment
in farm income have been good cost of new homebuilding will Institute estimates that the mar-
for retail businesses, especially probably delay a resurgence of ket will not reach equilibrium
outside metropolitan areas, and residential construction. But a until at least mid-1975. Fuel
for savings institutions as well, thriving nonresidential sector stocks appear adequate in most
At both commercial banks and should compensate somewhat. areas.
savings and loan associations
(S&Ls), savings inflows were Agriculture One reason farm input sup-
heavier in the first quarter than If the first quarter of 1974 is an plies can’t meet demand is the
in the fourth quarter last year. indication of things to come, the huge increase in planted acre-

oft-proclaimed new era in agri- age this year. Planted acreage
Second Quarter ‘74 culture is going to be a mixed will be up for both wheat and
Much of the district’s economic blessing for the district’s farm- corn if farmers follow through on
future hinges on agriculture. The ers. Crop prices are still high, their March 1 planting inten-
farm sector should still provide but livestock prices have tum- tions. Nationally, farmers intend
considerable impetus to busi- bled, and the oversupplied to plant 20 percent more wheat
ness in the second quarter, but cattle industry may be headed and 10 percent more corn than
farm incomes may be lower than for a period of painful readjust- last year. In the Ninth Distnct,
in 1973 which was an excep- merit. Even grain prices have acreage planted to those two
tionally good year. tapered lately; the price of crops is expected to increase

Both retailers and resort wheat fell by more than a fourth 25 percent and 8 percent, re-
owners are optimistic about between February 25 and spectively. Soybean acreage is
their second quarter prospects. March 26. expected to decline 4 percent



quarter. Within the tirst two
weeks of the year, total deposits
rose 4.4 percent, and from
December 26 to March 20 the
total rose 4.6 percent. Savings
deposits at ag banks increased
11.2 percent in the first quarter.

But contrary to expecta-
tions, loan demand also held
strong in rural areas because of
higher input prices. Loans out-
standing at ag banks as of
March 20 were up 21.5 percent
over a year ago.

Data released by the Farm
Credit Administration also indi-
cated strong loan demand in
the first quarter. New loans
made by Production Credit As-
sociations were up 21.6 percent
over January 1973 in the Ninth

nationally and 2 percent in the response to renewed fish meat District and up 22.1 percent
district, production in Peru. nationwide. New loans by

Looking at farm prices, the Federal Land Banks (FLBs) rose
most dramatic development in Ag Credit 24.8 percent nationally over
the first quarter was the sharp As expected, the lucrative har- January of last year but fell 3
decline in livestock prices. Hog vest of last fall I ed to ‘a sharp percent in the district; perhaps
prices by late March had increase in deposits at district the especially rapid rise in land
plunged to their lowest levels agricultural banks in the first prices in this area has discour-
in more than a year, and cattle
prices had fallen several dol-
lars per hundredweight since
early February.

Wheat prices also fell
sharply in March as export de-
mand cooled. Total export book-
ings fell from 1.367 billion
bushels on December 23 to
1.244 billion bushels on March
1 as many exports listed for
‘unknown destinations” were

canceled. Corn prices comple-
mented the decline in wheat
prices, but to a lesser degree.
Soybean prices held firm until
late March despite the likeli-
hood of large carryover stocKs
but then began declining in
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aged land sates. Siriuc the Jan- Consumer Spending justed) from July August 1973
uary 1973 volume of new FLB Stimulated by rising farm iIi- Retail sales growth for the en-
loans was the largest monthly comes personal income in the tire district was probably even
total in history, the slightly lower district made tremendous first- greater than in Minnesota since
total for the district in January quarter gains In the four full personal income gains were
1974 still reflects a strong de district states personal in larger in the Dakotas and Mon
mand for farm loans, comes rose almost 16 percent tana. Our March survey of dis-

between 1972 and 1973, and trict retailers, in fact, found thatSecond quarter develop- the Dakotas showed the sharp- sales were stronger outside the
ments should begin to reveal est gains of all states in the Twin Cities
whether agriculture has indeed country during this period. (The U.S. retail sales in Janu-
entered aneweraoprospenty. national increase in personal ary-February, however, edged

will be in full swing in the lower income was only 12 percent) off from last falls highs to the
plains. With total production ex- Personal income, gains of level of midsummer 1973.
pected to be more than 20 per this size are bound to show up Retailers interviewed in
cent larger than last year ex in consumer spending figures early March reported only small
port demand must continue and Ninth District consumers (5 to 9 percent) safes increases
strong to maintain high prices, have indeed been spending during the first two months of

more than their national coun- this year at their Minneapolis-
Unless feeder placements terparts throughout 1973 and St. Paul outlets. They attributed

pick up, the domestic demand early 1974. District business- these gains to higher prices.
for feed grains will be lower this men seem to expect this pros- Catalogue sales and sales out-
year, and grain prices may fall perity to last, but this expecta- side the Twin Cities area were
further However export de tion is highly dependent on reported to be up 15 to 30 per
mand which is currently run good farm incomes again this cent over year earlier levets
ning ahead of expectations. year. Home improvement items and
will give some strength to feed December-January retail gardening equipment were
grain prices, sales in Minnesota were up al- selling best.

Past cutbacks in feeder most 6 percent (seasonally ad- The gasoline shortage has
placements will put upward
pressures on fat cattle prices
in coming months, but price
rises may not last long if the
supply of feeder cattle is as
great as USDA figures indicate.
Lagging consumer real in-
comes will also depress future
beef prices, but falling feed
grain prices may take some of
the pressure off livestock
feeders.

Loan demand should re-
mainfairly strong in most areas
as long as farm input prices stay
high. In other areas loan de-
mand will be depressed unless
the outlook for cattle feeders
improves in coming weeks.
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had a marked impact on sales so British models are particu- While businessmen—re-
of automobiles and motor- larlyhardtoget. tailers, car dealers, resort
cycles. Twin Cities dealers in- Dealers noted that this de- owners—are optimistic about
terviewed in our most recent mand for motorcycles ôomes this spring, consumers are
survey said that new car sales from a new type of customer— much more pessimistic.
in December and January were the middle-aged businessman A suggested measure of
extremely poor; many dealer- seeking inexpensive transpor- consumer unhappiness is a
ships reported unit sales de- tation between home and office. combination of the unemploy-
dines of 30 to 50 percent from Many dealers reported a large ment rate and the rise in the
a year ago for large- and inter- volume of sales to customers Consumer Price index (CPI).
mediate-size autos. Trucks and who’ve’ never ridden a cycle For the first two months of 1974,
most compacts however were before this indicator was at an all time
selling very well, and sales highResort owners contactedwouio nave oeen even greater . TI.. ki’ I’ C~4 f~
h .~ during our March survey re- ~ iviinneapoiis-~~n.r-auau supp~iesueen avaiiauie, ported poor to moderately good CPI rose 2.9 percent between

All the car dealers inter- winter business because of the October and January, while the
viewed reported that sales in sharply reduced snowfall and U.S. CPJ rose 2.3 percent.
the Upper Midwest were much fear of gasoline shortages. Re- Sharper increases in the cost
better than sales nationally and ports from Montana, where all of home ownership, home heat-
that their share of the national resorts experienced a very good ing fuel and medical care in the
market had grown in the last year, were the exception. Most Twin Cities accounted for most
few months. District car dealers resorts said that local business of the difference. Consumer
were fairly optimistic about and tour and convention groups opinion surveys, however, do
prospects for an upswing in were their main source of reve- indicate that people expect
sales this spring.’ They felt that nue last winter. Western resorts things to improve in the next
auto sales bottomed Out in early in the district expect to do ex- few months.
1974 and that the end of the tremely well this summer from Spiraling inflation, rising
Arab oil embargo and continu- traffic heading to the World’s unemployment, the energy
ing high personal income in the Fair in Spokane Washington crisis and general disillusion
district promised a more profit-
able second quarter.

In contrast, sales of motor-
cycles have been phenome-
nally high, but almost all deal-
ers anticipated poor sales this
spring and summer—their nor-
mal peak period. The sharp
‘sales increases of 25 to 50 per-
cent since last November have
almost depleted inventories of
small- and intermediate-size
motorcycles. The major domes-
tic manufacturer has been un-
able to increase production fast
enough, and imports are in short
supply. British motorcycle mak-
era have had to contend with
strikes and shorter workweeks,
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ment with government were the
main factors in the continuing
decline in consumer confi-
dence, according to several re-
cent public opinion polls. Many
of the polls have posted new
records for indicators of con-
sumer pessimism. Over half the
people interviewed in early
1974 believed the United States
was in a recession.

Finance
The agricultural prosperity has
been good not only for the re-
tail business but for the bank-
ing bUsiness as well. Loan de-
mand and savings inflows at
district commercial banks re-
mained quite strong in the first
quarter. Loans outstanding at
district member banks in-
creased at a seasonally ad-
justed annual rate of 13 per-
cent in the first quarter, after
advancing 11 percent in the
fourth. Savings deposits at dis-
trict member banks and S&Ls

increased at annual rates of 14 gave an extra boost to loans
and 10 percent, respectively, in the first quarter.

Consumer installment cred-
Loans it outstanding at district re-
Most of the 13 percent growth porting banks in January-
in loans at district banks oc- February was down 3.1 percent
curred in rural areas where farm- on a seasonally adjusted basis
ers borrowed to meet increased from last fall’s peak. Most of
production costs. the decline occurred in per-

Loan growth at larger banks sonal loans although a small
in the district was rather slow drop was also recorded for auto
until March, even with heavy installment loans.
business loan demand. Early
in the quarter, larger banks Deposits
apparently tried to improve their An acceleration in deposit in-
liquidity positions by selling flows during the early months
loans to other banks and hold- of 1974 helped to finance the
ing companies and by tighten- growth in loans, At district mem-
ing standards for loan commit ber banks demand deposits
ments. expandedát an 18 percent sea-

Mortgage loans picked up sonally adjusted annual rate in
at district S&Ls, after a fairly January-February, up from 5
weak fourth quarter, with a 14 percent in the fourth quarter.
percent growth rate in January- Time deposits other than large
February. Supplies of loanable CDs increased at a 14 percent
funds have been increasing annual rate, up’ slightly from the
since the end of 1973, and a fourth quarter.
backlog of loan commitments As with loans, most of the
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growth iii deposits occurred at deposit ratios. national economic expansion.
rural banks—a direct result ‘of The recent upturn in money
the surge of farm cash receipts market interest rates again Construction
early in the year raises the possibility of disin- The high Cost of construction

Savings deposit growth termediation—a flow of savings and prevailing materials short-
rates at district S&Ls were from district banks and S&Ls to ages continue to depress dis-
slightly ahead of thOse at S&Ls higher yield investments. But trict homebuilding. In the fourth
in the nation but were relatively district financial Intermediaries quarter of 1973, housing unit
slower than at district member may be cushioned from disin- authorizations registered a 53
banks. The slower 10 percent termediation so long as farm percent year-to-year decline,
rise in savings at district S&Ls incomes and rural savings stay but in the January-February
most likely reflects their smaller high. period the decline was smaller:
share of the districts rural fi In the short-run mortgage housing unit authorizations
nancial business money should be available in were down 15 percent from a

Savings growth at Minneap- the district because S&L loan year ago apartment authoriza
ohs-St Paul S&Ls during the commitments have been rising tions were off 17 percent and
first quarter was greater than since December. Reduced say- 1-4 family residences were off
at larger commercial banks, ings in’ the next few’ months, 13 percent.
probably because these S&Ls however, may limit future mort- Although ‘the number of
took advantage of regUlations gage lending. housing unit authorizations de-
permitting them to pay higher Rising costs and increased dined the valuation of permits
interest rates In early March production in the ag sector issued was unchanged from a
however, the two largest S&Ls assure a continuing strong de- year ago. This discrepancy
in the Twin Cities reduced by mand for loans at rural banks. showed up clearly in the Mm-
one-quarter point the ,rates paid Business loan demand at larger neapohis-St. Paul area where
on one- and four-year savings city banks should also remain residential valuation increased
certificates. If other S&Ls adopt strong in the face pf higher 11 percent but units authorized
these changes, the rise in per- wholesale prices and renewed decreased 7 percent. The in-
dollar deposit costs will slow,
but the difference in savings
growth rates at S&Ls and com-
mercial banks may also narrow.

Liquidity
The aggregate loan-to-deposit
ratio for district rural and
smaller city banks stood at 63
percent in February, 3 percent-
age points higher than a year
ago. Most of the ratio increase
occurred at smaller city banks,
which suggests that loanable
funds at these banks may be
tighter in the months ahead.
Because deposit inflows at rural
banks have almost kept up with
the vigorous expansion in loans,
rural banks have not seen a
large increase in their loan-to-
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creased valuation may partly Gate that there should be more struction should continue to off-
reflect a shift in the quality of money available for mortgage set the residential slump.
housing, but it more probably loans during the second quar-
reflects the increased costs of ter. But with short-term interest Industrial Activity
building, rates also rising, funds may Responding to a national ex-

With housing starts down, possibly flow out of thrift pectations survey, manufac-
non residential valuation for institutions, making mortgage turers anticipated a 6.3 percent
the period was nevertheless money more difficult to obtain year-to-year increase in first-
35.6 percent above a year in a few months, quarter sales this year, less than
ago—high enough to bring total And even if mortgage half as much as the 14.1 percent
valuation 20 percent above last money is available, high build- increase realized in the fourth
year’s level. The largest non- ing costs and persistent ma- quarter of 1973. Consumer re-
residential gains were in the terials shortages may still dis- sistance to medium-size cars
industrial, office, retail and pub- courage new homebuilding. pulled down expectations for
hic educationcategories. Consequently, residential durable goods sales to 3.9 per-

The continued decline of construction through the second cent, and this in turn reduced
residential construction has quarter will probably not match total manufacturing sales
shifted the composition of new last year’s levels, expectations.
building valuation since last Prospects for nonresiden- Ninth District manufactur-
year. At 46.3 percent, resideri- tial construction seem better. ers, by comparison, expected
tial construction is still the Montana-Dakota Utilities re- sales increases of 12.7 percent
largest component of total valu- cently announced 1974 con- in the first quarter for all manu-
ation, but nonresidential pri- struction plans totaling a rec- factured goods and increases
vate construction has grown ord $27.8 million, up from last of 9.5 percent for nondurable
from 39.4 to 41.9 percent of year’s record $22.7 million, goods and 15.4 percent for dur-
the total. Gains in nonresidential con~ able goods. The auto industry is

Nationally, housing unit
authorizations for January were
39 percent lower than last year
on a seasonally adjusted basis.
Housing starts at seasonally
adjusted annual rates increased
strongly in both January and
February but fell 22 percentin
March, down 36 percent from
year-earlier rates.

The Department of Com-
merce Composite Cost Index—
an implicit price deflator com-
bining cost changes and
changes in types of construc-
tion activity—showed a 1973
year-end annual increase of 8.3
percent. Lumber costs dropped
slightly in January, although
they remained 26 percent
higher than a year ago.

Rising mortgage commit-
ments in January-February mdi-
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a far less important part of the next few months is encouraging, National unemployment, al-
district’s economy, which helps inflation will be built into in- though starting from a lower
explain the 11.7 percent dis- creased sales revenues. And in level, rose much faster. The U.S.
crepancy between national and some industries materials short- unemployment rate was 4.7 per-
district durable sales ex- ages and capacity constraints cent in the fourth quarter but
pectatioris. are expected to slow down reached 5.2 percent in January-

Other measures of district sates growth. February. Close to 230,000
manufacturing activity reinforce workers, 9 percent of those col-
the positive first-quarter sales Labor Market lecting unemployment compen-
outlook. Manufacturing employ- Fortunately for the Ninth Dis- sation, claimed their jobless-
ment was 6.9 percent greater trict, the threat of widespread ness was related to the energy
than a year ago in January- layoffs due to the energy Crisis crisis.
February. Since last year, 8.8 never materialized. District un- Part of the reason the dis-
percent more jobs were created employment in January-Febru- trict’s unemployment rate
in district durable goods in- ary was 5.2 percent, only one- changed so little was that dis-
dustries and 3.3 percent more tenth of a percentage point trict wage and salary employ-
jobs opened up in nondurable higher than in the fourth quar- ment continued to expand in
goods industries. ter. And in early March, less early 1974. (Essentially no

National manufacturing em- than 1,5 percent, or 1,200, of growth occurred in U.S. pay-
ployment during the January- the workers drawing unemploy- roll employment.)
February period grew only 33 ment compensation attributed District manufacturing em-
percent. ‘ their joblessness to the energy ployment was up 2.9 percent

The sndustrial use of elec- crisis, from the fourth quarter at the
tric power in the district was
unchanged from the January-
February 1973 level. This un-
doubtedly reflects the con-
certed efforts of business to
conserve energy rather than a
falloff in industrial production.

Beyond the first quarter,
manufacturers are slightly less
enthusiastic. District sales
should still be better than na-
tional sales, however.

District durable goods sales
in the second quarter are ex-
pected to increase 11.2 per-
cent, 7.6 percent more than na-
tional sales. One reason for this
is that district durable goods
are mostly geared for busi-
nesses rather than consumers,
and business investment is ex-
pected to be stronger than con-
sumer spending.

Although the outlook for
district industrial activity in the
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same time that auto industry softening iii Inc demand for Cent increase in the Minineap-
layoffs caused a, decline in labor, and recent gains in manu- oils-St. Paul Consumer Price
manufacturing jobs nationally. facturing and trade jobs appear Index from January 1973 to Jan-
District trade and construc- too large to be sustained. uary 1974 exceeded last year’s
tion employment also rose, 5.9 percent increase in average
while national employment was Contract Bargaining weekly manufacturing earnings.
unchanged in the trade industry Minnesota, Montana, North And now that wage-price con-
and fell in the construction Dakota and South Dakota have trols have been lifted, unions
industry Only service employ- a combined total of 499 000 are expected to push for settle
ment rose in both the district union members, according to mentswell ahead of the average
and the nation, the U.S. Office of Wages and 5.2 percent increase over the

Considering just these Industrial Relations. Unions life of a contract negotiated in
figures is perhaps misleading representing close to 20 per- 1973. (While in force, wage-
because other labor market in- cent of these workers, plus price controls shifted bar-
dicators hint at some softening 18000 district miners and steel- gaining away from wage in-
demand for labor. The district’s workers outside the four-state creases to concerns such as
help-wanted advertising index, area, will be negotiating new safety, voluntary overtime and
for instance, has fallen from
last summer’s peak and was
down 2.9 percent from a year
earlier in January-February.
District initial claims for un-
employment insurance, al-
though lower than in the fourth
quarter, were 11.8 percent
higher than a year ago.

Slightly more hopeful signs
came from job openings and
average hours worked in manu-
facturing data. Minnesota non-
agricultural job openings were
higher than a year ago in Jan-
uary but were still somewhat
lower ‘than the seasonal high
last summer. And average
weekly hours worked, in manu-
facturing rOse significantly in
February afterfalhing in January.

Recent employment growth,
combined with a guardedly op-
timistic district outlook, points
toward further employment
gains in the second quarter.
Just how large these gains will
be depends on the availability
of gasoline for summer tourism
and the avoidance of major
labor disputes. Some labor
market indicators portend a

contracts this year. The out- better working conditions.)
comeof their negotiations will A look at contract negotia-
have important repercussions tions in some of the district’s
for the district’s economy in the major industries gives an idea
‘months ahead. of the demands district unions

Inflation, which has eroded will be making.
the real incomes of many dis-
trict workers, permeates the • Food
1974 bargaining scene as In January 1974, approximately
unions plan to “catch up” with 3,000 members of the Amal-
the cost of living. The 9.8 per- gamated Meat Cutters working
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at the George A, Hormel Cüiri-
pany plant in Austin, Minnesota,
agreed on a contract providing
a 20-cent-an-hour wage in-
crease in each of the next three
years, cost-of-living adjust-
ments each January and July,
and pension improvements re-
ducing retirement age from 62
to 60 over the life of the con-
tract. Better vacations, life insur-
ance increases and a drug, den-
tal and optical program were
also part of the agreement.

• Scientific Instruments
and Aerospace

Honeywell and 7,000 members
of Teamsters Local 1145 agreed
on February 2, 1974, to a settle-
ment which provides for pay in-
creases ranging from 32 to 45
cents an hour this year and 42
to 60 cents in 1975. These
workers now earn from $3.26 to
$6.49 an hour. Their hourly
wages will increase 16 to 23
percent during the next two
years. In addition to pay in-
creases, the new contract pro-
vides company-paid dental
care for employees and de-
pendents, improved insurance
benefits, funeral leaves and, in
1975, a 10th holiday (Good
Friday).

• Construction
Many contracts for district
building trade union’s have
wage reopeners scheduled in
1974. so a number of construc-
tiOn workers will be bargaining
this year. The construction in,-
dustry has a history of work
stoppages. In 1972, the last time
contracts were negotiated, a
lockout of Construction workers
in Minnesota idled approxi-

10

mately 27,000. Economic issues are ex-
An Associated General pected to be settled on a

Contractors (ACG) of Minnesota natiOnal basis, which leaves
representative expects the working conditions and local
unions to demand substan- problems for regional and local
tially ‘higher wages this year. settlements,
For the first time the AGC will Nationwide strikes occurred
be negotiating on a statewide in this industry in 1947, 1968
basis with each building trade and 1971, but recent strikes
instead of dealing with individ- have had little impact on ser-
ual locals, and this is expected vice because the telephone
to strengthen the AGC’s bar- industry is so highly automated.
gaining position.

• Steel
• Communications This year~s steel negotiations
Many district workers will be are important to the northeastern
affected by negotiations sched- portion of the district—north-
uled this year between the Corn- easternMinnesota, northwestern
munications Workers of Amen- Wisconsin and the Upper Pen-
Ca, the International Brotherhood insula of Michigan—where ap-
of Electrical Workers and the proximately 23,000 members of
Belt System. Approximately the United Steelworkers reside.
13,000 workers in Minnesota, Last March the United Steel-
Montana, North Dakota and workers and 10 steel makers
South Dakota are members of signed an “Experimental Nego-
the Communications Workers tiating Agreement” which guar-
of America, and several thou- antees workers minimum
sand more are International increases of 3 percent in 1974,
Brotherhood of Electrical Work- 1975 and 1976. Final agreement
ers Members. under this provision was



reached in early April at an
estimated cost increase to steel
producers of 13.6 percent.

• Copper
Negotiations in the steel, alu-
minum and can industry will
undoubtedly influence the set-
tlements reached this year in
the district’s copper industry.

Labor negotiations are
scheduled with both the White
Pine Copper Mine in Upper
Michigan and the Anaconda
Company in Montana. The White
Pine negotiations involve ap-
proximately 2,500 members of
the United Steetworkers Union
whose current contract is set to
expire July 31. Anaconda’s
negotiations involve 12 different
unions, and these contracts also
expire in July.

• Education
The Minnesota Bureau of Medi-
ation considers negotiations
this year between Minnesota’s
432 school districts and 55,000
teachers to be the state’s most
important labor negotiations.
Most current contracts expire in
June, and negotiations will
begin this spring. A Minnesota
Education Association spokes-
person indicated that the teach-
ers’ primary concerns will be
salary increases and measures
to improve job security. Class-
room size may also be an issue.



Minnesota’s Economic Environment: 1985

This paper was prepared for a conference on the sota offers a good iife that most Americans wowd
“Future Environment of Minnesota: The Educa- find appealing—a combination of urban grace and
tion Task.” Held May 12-14 at Onamia, Minnesota, rustic charm characteristic of few other areas in
the conference was sponsored by the Minnesota the country.
Academy of Sciences and the Science Museum However, problems still remain. As in other
of Minnesota. Projecting from past and present agrarian states, a rapid out-migration has drained
socioeconomic trends in Minnesota, this paper many rural areas of their vitality and left them in-
offers one speculative version of Minnesota’s capable of supporting necessary social services.
future. Neither welfare programs norunprecedented levels

of wealth have been able to eliminate pockets of
poverty in the economy. Urban centers face the
problem of paying for a growing list of public ser-

Writing in the 1930s, British economist John May- vices. Many people seem uncomfortable with the
nard Keynes envisioned a future age of abundance way our economic system has been performing.
in which the primary problem of mankind, the Despite our affluence, we have not learned to ‘live
struggle for subsistence would be solved Man s wisely and agreeably and well We have private
permanent problem would then become “how to riches but are still groping for a sense of public
use his freedom from pressing economic cares, purpose. And as a nation, though we have better
and how to occupy his leisure to live wisely and than a trillion dollar GNP we are not certain how
agreeably and well.” we want to use it.

Like other Americans, Minnesotans have not
yet gained that “freedom from pressing economic The Minnesota Economy in 1974
cares.” Nonetheless, we have attained levels of How has Minnesota s economy evolved? Has it

affluence which for the average citizen were un- performed satisfactorily? Why have some sectors
dreamed of only a half-century ago. By many grown rapidly while others ,have grown hardly at
standards our economic system has performed all? What problems still exist, and where are we
admirably headed in the next decade? In answering these

Per capita income in Minnesota reached questions it seems wise to begin by describing
$4,300 by 1972, increasing at a slightly faster rate what an economic system is and by surveying the
than in the nation. Minnesotans themselves are present Minnesota economy.
skilled and well-educated. The problems of p01- An economic system organizes the produc-
lution and urban blight are less severe here than tion, distribution and consumption of goods and
in many other states. In many respects, Minne- services as people go aboutthe business of making

a living. Economic activity may be organized into
sectors which differ according to the types of goods

David DahI, John Rosine and produced. Examples of economic sectors are the
Thomas Supel assumed responsibiitty manufacturing sector, the agricultural sector, the
for preparation of this paper. trade sector and the services sector.
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Economic systems, like other systems, are rable goods industries. Of the 15 percent employed
constantly changing The demand for goods and in government in 1972 many were in education
services changes as consumers gainmore afflu- Better than 20 percent of the work force was ~nthe
ence or rethink old attitudes The discovery of new trades with nearly three fourths employed in retail
resources stimulates the growth of some sectors; trade. More than one in ‘five workers was employed
the depletion of old resources results en the de- in that diverse group of occupations called ser-
dine of others Over time new types of goods and vices this sector includes domestic workers as
services come into existence and supplant the well as doctors and lawyers
already existing goods. Cost-saving technologies Reg’ions within Minnesota differ markedly in
alter the ways some goods are produced and make their industrial structure. Several regions, notably
established methods of production obsolete. All western and southern regions, remain predomi-
these changes are ultimately reflected in the growth nantly agricultural, and most of the supply and
of some economic sectors and in the stagnation of support industries in these’reg ions cater to a farm-
others More importantly for a region or state the ing constituency There is little industrialization in
decline of one sector may result in unemployment most of these regions in some fewer than one in
poverty and social decay; , ,, ten persons was employed in manufacturing in

By 1972 Minnesota s civilian work force had 1970
grown to 1 690 000 equal to about 2 percent of
the total U.S. labor force. The farm sector was small Some regions of the state still tend to special-
in both the nation and in Minnesota but was roughly ize in one economic activity, but the degree of
twice as prominent in Minnesota as ‘in the nation. specialization is becoming less pronounced. Mm-
Manufacturing in Minnesota was slightly less irn- ing in 1970 still accounted for more than 10
portant than in the United States, ‘but was growing percent of the jobs in the Arrowhead ,reg ion of
more rapidly. In both instances the major share of northeastern Minnesota but has been declining in
the manufacturing work force was employed in du- recent years. “Region 2” in northcentral Minne-
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sota relied more heavily on lumbering and wood Trends and Projections
products manufacturing than did other districts; What trends have characterized the development’
even so, only one in twenty workers in this region of the economy? Can these trends be r~pectedto
was employed in lumbering. continue? What will be the implications of future

trends for different regions in Minnesota?More than half the state’s work force is
employed in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropoli- Some trends, such as changes’ in employ-
tan region,’ Agriculture, so important in outstàte ment and income, are quantifiable. Others, such
Minnesota, provides less than 1 percent of’ the as changes in the economy’s institutional under-
employment in this area, but nearly two-thirds of pinnings, are lees quantifiable,and for these
the state’s manufacturing activity is located there. changes, our observations and projections tend to
The region also serves as the Upper Midwest’s be more impressionistic. Nonetheless, institu-
trade and finance center. Two-thirds of Minnesota’s tional changes are just as real as changes in em-
wholesale trade is centered in theTwin Cities area, ployment and cannot be ignored. Our employment
as is nearly three-fourths of the employment in projections for 1985 are just that—projections, not
finance, insurance and real estate. forecasts—and are valid only so long as the trends
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of the past continue unabated into the next de- sales had nearly tripled over 1970. The Russian
cade * We assume that neither energy shortages grain deal in 1972 set off an explosive rise in wheat
nor environmental constraints will disrupt the prices The failure of the anchovy catch off the
normal course of affairs Wars droughts, dollar de- coast of Peru spurred a sharp upsurge in soybean
valuations and other random events are not con prices Two devaluations of the dollar gave further
sidered in our analysis. The occurrence of such impetus to rising foreign demand. The world has
events would likely nullity our projections. indeed come to our doorstep, and the farm sector’s

If present trends continue we are likely to future seems heavily dependent ore the strength of
see a further decline in the importance of Minne- foreign demand.
sota s primary industries—agriculture and mining The out-migration from farming in the past two
Together these two sectors of the economy ac- or three decades has not been merely a problem of
counted for only 84 percent of the state $ total lagging demand and thus other factors besides
employment in 1972 and that figure may drop to foreign demand will help determine whether farm
about 4.0 percent in 1985. However, both industries numberscontinue to decline.
are perhaps more important to the state s economy First it seems likely that long run trends in
than figures on employment indicate productivity— chan9es that have been highly labor

saving—will ~ontinue,Since the smallest 51 per-Agriculture . . cent of the state’s farms accounted for only 13
The rural to urban migration of the past quarter- percent of total sales in 1969 there is still room
century has been one of history s most massive for consolidating commercial farming operations.
population movements and has greatly altered the The use of advanced labor-saving technology
structure of Minnesota s economy. As late as 1950, should contribute to a continued, if somewhat
nearly one of every four Mi,nnesotans ,worked in slower, reduction of farm numbers.
agriculture; by 1972 that ratio had fallen to fewer
than one in twelve If past trends continue to 1985 Second past prices of purchased inputs such
fewer than one In twenty-live workers will be em- as fertilizer and petroleum products have been low
ployed in farming an annual rate of decline of 4 2 relative to wages and this has encouraged the
percent. However, in light of the farm prosperity of rapid adoption of capital-intensive, energy-inten-
1973 we must question whether long run trends seve farming techniques Of course the long-run
will in fact continue, trend has been dramatically reversed by the energy

The key at this juncture appears to be foreign crisis which may slow the decline in farm numbers
demand In many ways the world of the 1970s iS Third a continuing specializationofeconomic
one interrelated market, and nowhere has this in- activities will probably further circumscribe the
terrelatedness been more dramatic than in farm farmer s domain as activities formerly performed
ing Historically foreign demand has taken only on the farm are performed at the next stage in the
a small share of our farm output Through the 1960s production process Moreover for at least some
we literally gave grain away But by 1973 export products the farms of the future may bear little

resemblance to conventional farms—this is al-
ready true of the broiler industry and the large

* Migration is not expected to either significantly ~ncrease feedlot operations, both of which are structured
or decrease the rate of growth of the stale’s labor force. No ox- more like factories than like farms.
piictt assumptions have been made regarding participailon
rates however the trend line projections smpiicitiy reflect re e ure o e ag se o is us c o
cent changes In the age-sex composition of the labor force. with uncertainties. Export demand is especially

These projections wereobtatned using ieast square sta uncertain Mounting world population pressures
tistical techniques Ad hoc adjustments were made in the may sustain exports at high levels in future years
statistical projections whenever it was deemed that the projec but there is the haunting possibility that 1973 was
tions obtained were inconsistent. Throughout. the unempioy-
mSnt rate was assumed to be 3~9percent of the civilian work a one-shot affair, that we may be headed back into
lorce, a world of surplus and low farm prices.
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Mining
Like agriculture, mining has often been cited as
a declining industry. But unlike agriculture, the
mining industry is highly localized, and regional
concentration has translated directly into high
cyclical rates of unemployment in the iron ore
areas of northeastern Minnesota.

Several problems have plagued the industry.
The depletion of higher grade ores has raised the
industry’s cost structure an’d encouraged the switch
to alternative metals. Advanced technology in
metal-using industries has reduced the metal con-
tent per unit of output, thereby attenuating the do-’
mand for iron. Within the mining sector, rapid
productivity gains per worker (4.2 percent annually
for the nation) have constrained the need for labor
inputs. Surface mining, amenable to the use of
capital-intensive techniques, has largely replaced
underground mining. The problem of declining em-
ployment in the mining regions has been com-
pounded by secondary employment impacts such
as the decline in transport jobs.

Projecting current trends to 1985, mining
employment will fall to 10,000 persons, less than
one-half of 1 percent of the state’s work force. How-
ever, the future of the industry may be almost as
uncertain as that of agriculture. Domestic price
controls and soaring world prices have boosted,
export demand, but the nation is still a net importer
of many key resources. In a resource,short world
of the future, we may find ourselves facing
cartel arrangements patterned after the Arab oil
embargo —the bauxite-producing nations are al-
ready exploring this possibility. If that happens,
the resulting higher prices, together with continuing
technological advances, might make the extraction
of lower-grade ores economically feasible. This
possibility has led to talk of exploiting low-grade
nickel deposits found near the iron range. There is
some room for expansion of the iron mining indus-
try in Minnesota; however, any employment in-
creases would probably be fairly modest.

Manufacturing & Construction
Minnesota has been favored in recent years with
an industrial base of rapidly growing industries
such as computers ‘and electronics, and conse-
quently, manufacturing activity in the state has
grown more rapidly than in the nation. lfthis trend
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continues to 1985, both the state and the nation
will’ have roughly the same proportion,of their work
forces (25 percent) in the secondary industries—
manufacturing and construction

As late as 1955 there werö marked dif-
ferences in the industrial structure of Minnesota
and ‘the nation. A fifth of the state’s work force was
still employed in primary industries, compared to
only 11 percent nationally. Nationwide, manufac-
turing and construction activity provided 31.7 per-
cent of all ‘employment; 20.1 percent of Minnesota
workers were employed in these secondary
industries.

Minnesota’s ,rapid shift to, secondary indus-
tries since 1955 is not unusual. Economies in the
early stages of development typically depend
heavily on primary industries such as mining, for-
estry and agriculture for their employment base.
Later, manufacturing plays a larger role before
leveling off or perhaps even declining as the ser-
vices sector gains in importance.



Total manufacturing employment in Minne- Transportation, Trade & Services
sota grew at the annual rate of 2.5 percent over the Among the support industries, developments in
1960-72 period. By ‘1972 manufacturing, employ- the transportation sector may be the most signifi-
ment totaled 307,500 workers, 19.3 percent of the cant. Americans have long enjoyed the luxury of
state’s total employment. Durables grew faster than a highly personalized transportation system but
nondurables—3.6 percent versus 1.3 percent, may now be moving toward greater reliance on
respectively, public transit. Environmentalists argue that the

Within the durable cods sector em lo ment high social costs of our system—pollution noise,
growth was most rapid in the metal fabricating and ~Jrb:~dsPrawl_v~:tl~outwei9hh:pabt
machinery manufactunng sectors inie~S~ costs of tra~o~t:onhave s0~ in the p:st

pkyrnent in the wood and lumber products indus- pan~onofpu~
ries e me . ‘ as a society: Do we want to expand our public

The slower growth in nondurables was due facilities or continue to rely primarily on the
largely to declining employment in the food and automobile9
kindred products industries which comprise about Transportation employment tn the private
one-third of the state’s total employment in n’on- sector: provided 3.6 percent of the state’s total
durables. Publishing and printing was also a slow- employment in 1972. Over the 1960-72 period total’
growth industry over the decade of the 1960s. private transportation employment—especially
While chemical production expanded rapidly, ~t railroad employment—slowly declined, although
still accounted for only 2.5 percent of manufactur- employment in trucking ‘and other industries did
ing employment by 1970. increase at a modest pace. Talk of reviving rail

The projected growth rate of total. manufac- travel and the possible development of western
turing employment to 1985 is 2.6 percent. Durables coal ‘reserves “enhance the future of railroads,
are expected to continue growing more rapidly however.
at 3.8 percent per year than nondurables at 0.7 Another support industry, wholesale and re-
percent. tail trade, provided more jobs for Minnesotans in

As in the other sectors, certain’ factors corn- 1972 (332,000 combined) than any other sector,
plicate future projections; the main complication Retail’ trade comprised one of the fastest growing
here is energy Mtnnesota is an energy importer sectors of the economy over the past decade aver-
and its harsh climate makes it a relatively energy- aging 3.2 percent per year. The prOjected rates
intensive region. Will the high cost of energy put of’growth to 1985 are 2.7 percent in retail and 1.4
the state at a disadvantage relative to other re- percent in wholesale trade. Both rates are slightly
gions? That’s hard to say. True, we do import most lower than past trends, which is consistent with’
of our energy, but except for coal, the costs of the view’ that the. economy will slow in the late
transporting energy are not very great. The overall 1970s because of declining rates of population
energy-intensity of our industrial structure doesnot growth.
appear to be very great even though some specific A third important tertiary industry is the ser
industri’es such as food processing are highly vices sector, often considered a growth area of
energy intensive. One thing does seem certain: theeconomy. Not all service industries are grow-
the cost of enjoying Minnesota’s good life is going ing, however; while professional services employ-.
to be higher ~fl: the future, and because of this, it ment has been multiplying rapidly, household and
may take a higher wage structure to attract and self-employed positions have been disappearing.
hold labor inputs in this area On balance the state Consolidation and reorganization within the ser-
may suffer a disadvantage relative to other regions vices sector have also cut into service sector
but we do not know how serious this disadvantage growth functions once performed by small busines-
will be. ses are being taken over by larger organizations.
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The demand tar certain typeS 01 ServiCes, and pubtie trdrisit Systems wili itiCre~Su as al-
though, should expand in the next few years. Pop- ‘tempts are made to update or improve them.
ulation growth will swell the demand for personal But beyond extending existing’ services, the
services, and business expansion will enhance the scope of government is broadening. Areas formerly
demand for business services. Shorter workweeks considered the responsibility of the individual or
will allow consumers to devote more time to service- family — health care and social security —are being
oriented recreation and entertainment. (Increases taken over by government.
in leisure time are especially important to Minne- A second reason for the expanding role of
sota with its outdoor recreational amenities—fish government is the increased need to regulate pri
ing hunting skiing boating and snowmobtling) vate economic activity The economic system has
And per capita income gains of about 50 percent become highly complex and interrelated so that
between 1972 and 1985 will raise expenditures on actions taken by one individual or firm result in
services in general since they are highly respon- external costs for other individuals or firms.
sive to changes in per capita income Government regulation it isargued serves to more

properly allocate these external costs. In environ-
Government in the Economy mental areas especially the pervasiveness of
The scope of the public sector will broaden in external costs will likely create a need for more
coming years, rapidly increasing government em- government control.
ployment. Government employment in Minnesota
has already ‘increased from 133,100 to 246,000 in The Regional Location of Economic Activity
the 1957 72 period Much of the growth was in In the future there will probably be a further Clus-
education as teachers were needed for the bur tering of industrial activity in the Twin Cities or in
geoning school age population. Employment other scattered growth ceAters around the state. A
growth in education in the 1970s will almost cer number of programs have encouraged industrial
tainly be slower than in the 1960s. decentralization, but so far they have not been

Projecting recent trends to 1985 employment highly successful in luring industry to rural areas
in the government sector wilt rise to 380,000; the Industrial clustering is again a continuation
annual rate of growth should be 3.4 percent, less of current trends. Most new industry has concen-
rapid than the 4.2 percent growth rate of the 1960s. trated in and around the metropolitan region. Ac-
State and local employment should continue ex- cording to the 1970 census, better than 85 percent
panding faster than federal employment. For while of the state’s manufacturing activity was located
the federal government’s comparative advantage in the metropolitan region and the three surround-
appears to lie in the collection of revenue and in ing regions About 85 percent of the metal working
the formulation of general guidelines the actual industries located in these regions as did nearly
delivery of services is perhaps accomplished most 95 percent of the state s nonelectrical machinery
efficiently at the local level where officials are manufacturing industries, about 80 percent of its
more likely to be aware of specific regional needs food and kindred products industries and nearly

We expect this expansion of the government’s all of its electrical machinery industry.
role for two reasons. There are compelling reasons to suppose

First, the output of “public goods” will prob- that ‘industry will continue to locate ‘in only a few
ably be stepped up. Public goods are parks, areas of the state. In determining location, firms
schools police services and fire protection which must consider the location of markets and inputs
are most efficiently provided through the public Manufacturing output is sold as inputs to other
sector. manufacturing firms or as final goods; in either

Some economists believe that there has been case, firms are .e’ncou.raged to locate near existing
in the past an overaflocation of our resources to industrial or population Centers. To secure inputs,
private goods at the expense of public goods firms seek to locate near existing labor markets or
Other economists disagree. At ‘a’ny rate, expendi- near their suppliers: this again encourages
lures on existing public services such as parks clustering.
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The only industry in wriich there has beei~ it the right 10 use that property as we desired
major dispersion is the food and kindred products However, in the future the rights of owners may be
industry. Because of improved refrigeration, firms increasingly restricted to safeguard the welfare
can now locate in rural areas nearer the source of of the community Environmental constraints on
raw materials. Thus there has been a gain in em- private firms and zoning and land-use regulations
ployment in outstate areas and a decline in the are examples of such property restrictions
Twin Cities Even these firms however tend to re Attitudes toward work and leisure are chang
locate in regions adjacent to the Twin Cities, there- Ing dramatically. Economic institutions will need
by forming a secondary manufacturing belt around to become more flexible to accommodate these
the central market, changing attitudes. Whereas workers once sought

How will the energy crisis affect the regional job security many younger workers seek flexibility
distribution of economic activity? Rising transpor- and express a fear of being “locked into” a posi-
tation costs may well accelerate regional cluster- tion They also seek greater satisfaction from their
ing. Small towns dependent’ on energy-intensive work and demand more of an input into decision-
industries may be hard hit by rising energy costs. making processes. The ways workers spend their
Since labor is the main substitute for energy in- increasing leisure time will influence the types of
puts, future investments are likely to be more labor goods an’d services produced 10 years from now.
intensive and this too may accelerate economic • Subtle shifts in the locus of decision making
clustering near existing population centers. power are coming in both the private and public

The Economic Environment in 1985 sectors. Some activities formerly performed in the
In the next decade economic change will encom- private sector will be shifted to the public sector
pass more than mere shifts in employment and And the desire for community control and more
gains in per dapita income, for values, beliefs and self-determination by local groups may result in
mores are in flux, and the economy’s legal founda- more bitizen ‘input into the administration of exist-
lion is evolving. We can expect that some estab- ing programs. In some cases, power may become
lished institutions will be replaced by emerging more decentralized as local officials administer
institutions more capable of dealing with existing federal programs; in others, the failure of local
soóial needs. Such ‘changes, and others listed governments to deal effectively with social prob-
below permeate the entire social structure lems may lead to a centralization of authority

Serious questions are being raised about the in Washington.
meaning and purpose of economic growth. How • Despite a couple of false starts, the concept
much growth do we want? What sectors or regions of a negative income tax is still very much alive.
should be growing? How can we minimize the This tax would put a floor under the income level
undesirable impacts of economic growth? The of every American. The proposal has much appeal
manner in which these issues are resolved will for those who want to streamline the’ nation’s
influence future patterns of ecOnomic development, patchwork welfare system, and there is a .chance
SInce most people would agree that willy-nilly, that some type of program will be enacted in the
undirected growth is not in our best long-run in- next few years.
terests, there is an obvious need for coordinating • The energy issue is omnipresent. For many
and planning future growth. New institutions may people, living .in Minnesota is attractive because
emerge to fill that need.. To ‘some e’xtent existing of its recreational amenities. From now on the cost
government units such as Economic Development of these amenities will be higher. This may well
Regions and the Metropolitan Council may take affect both the future growth of the labor force and
on the coordination of regiOnal development. But the lifestyles of Minnesotans.
there is room for a closer alliance between busi- • Finally, though Its impact on our daily .lives
ness and government in planning future growth. is not fully understood, we cannot ignore the trend

• Property rights are also being redefined. Tra- toward bigness in government, education and
ditionally, the ownership of property carried with business. Bigness isovertaking the small business-
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Minnesota and U.S. Employment Projections to 1985

Minnesota United States~
1972-1985 1972-1985

1972 1985 Annual 1972 1985 Annual
Employment

2 Employment1 Growth Employment Employment Growth
Sectors (Thousands) Share (Thousands) Sh~r~ Rate’ (MrUions) Share (Millions) Share Rate’

Total Emplu)mt~I1t 15931 1000% 1 980 1000% 1 7% 85597 100 0% 107 609 100 0% 18%
Government 246.0 15.4 380 19.2 3.4 13,290 15.5 18,800 17,5 2.7
Total Private 1,347.1 84.6 1,600 80.8 1.3 72,307 84.5 88.809 82.5 1.6
Agriculture 1216 76 70 35 -~42 3450 40 1900 18 —45
Nonagriculture 12255 769 1530 773 17 68857 804 86909 808 18

M~’ing 130 08 10 05 —20 645 08 632 08 02
ConstructIon 60.0 3.8 70 3,5 1.2 4.352 5,1 5,184 4.8 1.4
Manutactunng 307.5 19.3 430 21.7 2.6 19.281 22.5 23,499 21.8 1.5

Durable 170.9 10.7 280 14.1 3.9 11,091 13.0 14.154 13.2 1.9
Nondurable 136.7 8.6 150 7 0.7 8,190 9.6 9,345 8.7 1,0,

Transportation,
Communication
andPubliciJtilities 86.6 54 80 4.0 -0.6 4,726 5.5 5,368 5.0 1.0

TranspOrtation 56.7 3.6 50 2.5 —1.0 2,842 3~3 3,266 .3.0 1.1
Communication
and Public Utilitieb 29.9 1.9 30 1.5 0.0 1,874 2.2 2,102 2.0 0.9

Trade 332.3 20.9 430 21.7 2.0 18,432 21,5 22,381 20.8 1.5
Wholesale 83.2 5.2 100 5.1 1.4 4,235 4.9 5.123 4.8 1.5
Retail 249.1 15.6 330 16.7 2.2 14,197 16.6 17.258 16.0 1.5

Finance, Insurance and
Real Estate 67.2 4.2 90 4.5 2.3 4,303 5.0 5932 5.5 2.5
Services 358.9 22.5 420 21.2 1.2 17,815 20.0 23,913 22.2 2.3

‘U.S. data and projections t~re~om‘Table 9 in Ronald E Kutscher’s
The United States Economy ‘In 1985: Projections 61GNP. income,

outlook, and employment,” Monthly Labor 1?eviev~(December 1913),
pp. 27-42.

2Data prepared by the Minnesota Department of Manpower Services.
3lhese j~rojectionsare based on least-squares estimates of trOnci
ratesof growth with subjective adjustments to insure consistency.

“Annual rate of growth, compounded annually, between 1972 and 1985
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man, the independent prule sional, trie craftsman the context of a deceritrdliLed economic system.
and the small farmer and it seems fair to say that Coordination IS needed but the term economic
this trend will probably continue through the planning—conjuring up images of politburos and
nextdecade. stifling bureaucracies—has typically been an-~

Such changes mean that the 1985 economy athema to many Americans We have taken pride
will be different— perhaps radically different—from in our flexibilityand our abilityto muddle through
today s Undoubtedly new problems will arise as Nonetheless there appears to be a growing need
we adjust to rapid technological and social in our societyfordirectionand purpose Where that
change Of the challenges now facing us perhdps direction will come from is not yet clear
the greatest one is coping With rapid change in

Some Special Qualifications declini4g at about 0 5 percent per year) and thereby
Several factors which might produce signiticdrli devia- affect the rate of growth in total output Changes in tastes
lions in our employment projections (see table) should for leiaure products could also affect the industrial
be noted com~i~tionbut need riot have a significant effect on

total outqDut.
Demographics

The principal demographic issues involve population Ecoçiomic Policy
size and labor force participation rates The trend pro- A vari~$~’of policy issues could be significant in trr~.
jecttons make no explicit allowance for the postwar baby Minne~aeconomic environment of 1985
boom bubble moving through the labor force The lg~tredefining full employment at a rate higher
baby boom causes the rate of growth in the labor force than 4~rcentunemployment could mean a lower total
to accelerate up to about 1980 but from 1980 to 1985 output and smaller labor force than we ye projected
the growth rate falls sharply as the bubble isabsorbed for 1985 Adoption of an income maintenance program
The recent sharp declines in birth rates will then lead might provide some political stimulus for redefining full
to slower grQwth in both the labor force and total popu employment Near term rates of inflation could also have
lation These factors have been explicitly introduced into a bearing on this issue
the U.S. projections but not the Minnesota trend pro- Second, there appears to be an increasing con-
jections cern among legislators for middle income people Ex

Errors in projecting birth rates to 1985 of course actly how this Concern will manifest itself is not clear
will have little impact on labor force projections since ‘but there does seem to be’ action for middle income
the 1985 labor force is already born However family relief in the housing area By providing for rehabilitation
size could affect participation rates of women particu- loans for middle income homeowners government en
fatly and thereby affect the size of the 1985 labor force courages people to stay in the city and salvage older
A change in tax laws to allow day care kinds of expenses neighborhoods If this policy catches on, old neighbor
as business expenses for tax purposes without any limit hoods may not be displaced by high rise developments
on income eligibility could also have a significant effect as extensively as in the past
on the number of women in the 1985 labor force Finally legislation of the sort which provides for

Economic Development Regions might induce a closer
Tastes alliance between business and government with sig

A significant shift in consumer tastes for leisure could nificant implications tar the way urban centers develop
affect average hours worked per employee (currently in the future.
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